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Mahmoud Mukarrab 
Professional Translator 

Dear M/s, 

I am writing to apply for the position of translator. I am a 

qualified translator/interpreter with a Bachelor degree of 

Language and Translation (English <> Arabic) and more 

than 7 years of experience in all types of texts into English 

or Arabic (Financial – Legal – Medical – Educational – 

Political and so on). As an experienced translator, I am 

seeking a better opportunity to use my English <> Arabic 

Translation skills and experience within a professional 

business context, in a role that utilizes my excellent 

communication and interpersonal skills.    

For the past three years, I have worked and sill for one of the 

big four audit firms, providing financial and legal 

translation services. I have also provided English/Arabic 

Translation services to both international business 

professionals and Local firms in Kuwait. I am completely 

fluent in English and Arabic, and received high distinction 

in all my language courses.  

In order to cope with the ongoing techniques of technologies 

and to facilitate and increase my professional work 

production and quality, I use CAT tools, especially the most 

recent versions of SDL Trados 2017 and MEMOQ 2015, to 

encourage efficiency and consistency and adheres to 

industry quality standards. I have been certified as a 

professional translator from Proz.com. 

I am also an extremely hard-working, responsible and 

mature worker, who enjoys working in a team as well as 

autonomously. I really enjoy communicating with others, 

which is why I think I would be ideally suited to this role. I 

would love the opportunity to contribute to your team, 

helping to expand your customer base. My resume is 

indicated below and I look forward to being able to discuss 

the position with you further. 

Yours sincerely,  

Mahmoud Mukarrab 

Personal Info: 

Address: Hawalli - Kuwait 

Nationality: Egypt 

Marital Status: Married 

DOB: 18/09/1987 

Phone: +965 60672346 

Email: 

mmukarrab@outlook.com 
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PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY 
As an experienced translator, I am seeking a better opportunity to use my English & 

Arabic Translation skills and experience within a professional business context, in a role 

that utilizes my excellent communication and interpersonal skills. I am also an extremely 

hard-working, responsible and mature worker, who enjoys working in a team as well as 

autonomously. My fields of expertise are as follows:  

 Banking, Accounting & Finance  

Translation of any documents related to audit, tax, advisory and banking 

including circulars, decree of laws, financial statements, tax declarations, Central 

Bank's regulations, and correspondences related to banking or financial issues etc. 

 Legal  

Translation of articles & memorandum of association, contracts and agreements 

of different types, powers of attorney, franchises, laws and regulations, articles of 

law, litigation-related documents such as complaints, pleadings, briefings, 

defense memos, statements of appeals, the court-appointed expert's reports and 

court decisions etc. 

 Medical  

Translation of medical reports, physicians' advice, diagnoses, written patient 

information, pharmacological instructions, and hospitals' informational 

brochures etc.  

 Technical, E-Commerce & Websites localization 

 Translation of Hardware such as user’s manuals, web sites, maintenance 

manuals, brochures, peripherals, and printers/scanners. Electronics such as TVs, 

cameras, camcorders, navigation devices, security systems, smart phones and car 

electronics. Households such as white appliances, and small house appliances. 

Textile & Fashion such as textile machinery and web sites. 

 Automotive  

Translation of car, bus and transport user and service manuals. Agricultural 

Machinery such as any kind of agricultural tool user and service manuals. 

I also have deep experience in translating economic, social, political, and sport 

backgrounds such as newspaper articles, and press releases in addition to the ability 

to administrate and manage websites and social network pages.  

I have sound knowledge of Translation CAT tools such as SDL Trados 2017, 

WordFast, MemoQ 2015 and Idiom Workbench. 
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Qualification  

  Bachelor degree in translation from Faculty of Languages & Translation  

Al Azhar University - Grade: Very Good  

I have joined the Faculty of Languages & Translation in 2005 and graduated in 2010. During these years, 

I have studied the simultaneous, consecutive and written translation from English to Arabic and vice versa 

of all different specialties. In addition, I studied English Literature, Civilization, and Arabic & English 

Grammar. 

Professional Experience 

  Experienced Translator at Deloitte Kuwait (From August 2014 to Present) 

As a translator, I am responsible for translating documents while maintaining the precise 

meaning of the original text and conserving the format as much as may be possible.  
 

Duties & Responsibilities:  

 Translate financial statements, CMA & Boursa documents, CBK circulars, Decrees of law, 
tax declarations, objections, appeals, tax assessments, court verdicts and other materials 
following established rules pertaining to factors, such as word meanings, sentence structure, 
grammar and punctuation with great accuracy and appropriate speed.  

 Use the Internet as a research source at every stage of translation process.  
 Issue reports and keep in touch with the author/sender of the document in order to resolve 

issues related to the translation with the purpose to produce documents of high quality.  
 Sometimes provide consecutive translation of spoken language.  
 Perform miscellaneous job-related duties as assigned (e.g. editing, proofreading etc.).  
 Inform the manager about the progress of the work and any related problems arising in the 

course of translation. 

 
 Translator / Content Editor / Web Admin at Al-Kuwaityah Daily Newspaper – Kuwait 

From August 2013 to July 2014 (After July 2014, I continued working Online till May 2016) 

A highly talented, energetic and enthusiastic press translator with enormous experience in 

developing interesting and unique story ideas and well known for excellent news judgment. 
 

Duties & Responsibilities:  

 Manage and produce news to present information with accuracy, flow, and within period.  
 Design innovative and unique solutions to optimize routine news coverage.  
 Monitor, use and administrate the website and social media pages including Facebook and 

Twitter to make sure that the news content is presentable and professional  
 Manage and edit contents to cater to readers’ requirement and provide detailed information.  
 Coordinate with colleagues in the newsroom and other departments to define priorities.  
 Collaborate with reporters, editors, photojournalists, and anchors to facilitate efficient news 

coverage to strengthen company’s position in media market. 
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 Translator at Ibn-Khaldoun Translation Office – Kuwait (From Sep. 2012 to June 2013)  

(After June 2013, I continued working as part time till April 2014) 

Worked as a translator for a translation office providing a translations to clients where needed. 

Involved translating documents and ensuring that the translation relay the intended message 

as clearly as possible. 
 

Duties & Responsibilities:  

 Translates a variety of documents including literary, legal, research, technical, scientific, 
educational, and commercial materials.  

 Reads materials, ascertains understanding of the meaning and context, and translates 
making sure to preserve the original meaning. 

 Consults with subject matter experts and other colleagues in order to understand 
specialized concepts and translate them appropriately.  

 Refers to online translation tools for additional assistance with translation.  
 Provides clients with quotes based on project length and level of complexity.  
 Follows up with clients to ensure satisfaction and understanding.  

 

 Arabic Linguist at ES Ltd. – Cairo (From July 2011 to August 2012) 

Worked as translator providing a variety of language and language-related services. This 

included localization, web site testing, editing and proofreading. I used to carry out translation 

in a variety of environments including commercial CAT tools, client-developed CAT tools, 

content management systems, and content generation systems. 
 

Duties & Responsibilities:  

 Translation of content for Sony Ericsson website 

 Website testing for Hotels.com 

 Translation of content for Expedia.com directly into their content management system 

 Localization of Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 UI and documentation 

 Translating manuals and websites for Nikon 

 Translating automotive and home machinery manuals 

 

 Junior Translator at Kotob Arabia – Cairo (From Sep. 2010 to June 2011) 

Worked as junior translator for a marketing research company providing questionnaires of 

peoples’ opinions on many products. 
 

Duties & Responsibilities:  

 Translating questionnaires and people’s real-time feedback, opinions, interests and 

attitudes regarding products. 

 Translating surveys offered by established research agencies. 

 Translating information on social trends, economic data or political and legal issues through 

public and private web sites. 
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Key Skill & Competences 

  Familiar with translation CAT tools such as SDL Trados 2017, MemoQ 2015 and Wordfast. 

 Able to work to tight deadlines. 

 Excellent writing skills 

 Excellent reading and comprehension skills in both Arabic & English 

 Cultural knowledge in both Arabic & English 

 Able to specialize in one or a few subject areas 

 Good computer and keyboarding skills 

 A knack for customer service (for tasks like contacting clients, and talking to them). 

 Self-motivation, organization and discipline 

 Scholastic ability to earn a degree or certification 

 Professional use of Microsoft Office (Word, Excel and PowerPoint) 

 Professional in Arabic and English touch typing (45 words per minute for Arabic and 35 

words per minute for English)  
 Professional use of Computer, Internet browsing and searching 

Certificates 

 
2005 –2010  

 Bachelor Degree in Translation (English & Arabic)  

2009  
 Effective Negotiation & Communication Skills Workshop 

2009  
 Interpersonal Communication Skills Workshop Course 

2011 - 2017 
  Professional Usage of CAT tools including:  

(SDL Trados 2017 – MemoQ 2015 – Idiom – Wordfast) 

2018  
 Certified Professional Translator from Proz.com 

 

 


